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“Plants and soil exist in a tightly linked partnership. 

Just as plant growth cannot be understood without reference to soil, 

Neither can soil structure…be understood without reference to plants.” 

David Perry, Forest Ecosystems 

This is one of the coolest parts of a healthy garden 
 – literally makes the world go ‘round! 
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Welcome to Spring! 

As I write this, we’ve had flooding rains, our first 90 degree day following a week of really above average weather, then a return to 
brisk air and winds – April lives up to its reputation!  The season is underway earlier than ever despite what seemed like a long winter. 
I’m sure that all of you are ready for your gardens to spring to life and color.  
 
Speaking of spring life and color, if you don’t already plant bulbs in the fall for spring flowers, I 
encourage you to do so.  I’ve noticed very little color as I drive the roads.  The cheerfulness of a 
blast of yellow daffodils, multi-colored crocuses, and tulips can’t be beat and brightens even 
gloomy days.  If you aren’t into bulbs, find some hearty pansies that winter over.  Any of the 
above adds a cheerful fillip to the spring. Give me a call if you need help figuring out what might 
work. 
 
This year I’ve added many new items to my custom plant list.  The new items were chosen for a 
variety of reasons including: 
 
• A fabulous website dedicated to tomatoes.  I went a bit overboard.   In fact – I just transplanted seedlings for 28 varieties . 
• My second year as a vendor at the Westminster Farmer’s Market on Friday’s, 3:00-7:00 pm.  I’ve remembered how much fun it is 

to talk about all kinds of plants with all kinds of people  
• A need to add screening on the borders of the farm for protection against future development and the decision to select plants that 

provide edible or useable products as well as screening  
• And – just as important - the never ending desire to try new varieties to spice up the gardens  
 
Speaking of farmer’s markets, if you’re into local foods or just want some great fresh produce, baked goods, or to see what we’re all 
up to, check out the Westminster Farmers Market on Fridays from 3:00 to 7:00 pm on Academy Hill.  I’ll be there all season this year 
selling annuals, perennials, herbs, vegetables, containers, and who knows what else. 
 
I hope everyone is doing well and I’m looking forward to working with you this year (new knees and all!). 
 
 
 
 

There is no product, there is no technology, there is no tool we can buy 
that replaces the compounds, the chemicals and the physical effect 

in the soil that microbes provide and perform.    
Bob Shaffer, horticulture consultant in California  

 

 

 



 
One of our jobs as gardeners and 
stewards of the land is to support 
soil microbes – the essential bridge 
between non-living and living soil- 
by using the minerals and organic 
products that support their life 
cycles and systems.  
 
As you know – I love working with 
soil to create super healthy gardens 

of all types.  That’s why the gardens have such intense color 
and need so little pest management. - Have you ever heard of 
Nutrient Dense food? This winter, I found out about a training 
program to develop nutrient dense food crops.  This is exciting 
on so many levels!   
 
Here is an excerpt from Dan Kittredge’s  Nutrient-Dense 
Crops : What does the term mean?   How do we produce 
them?  It’s a little choppy – if you’re interested in the whole 
article you can find it at www.nutrient-dense.info 
 
“Nutrient Density is the end product of a highly functioning 
biological system, where the crop harvested has a measurably 
larger quantity of a broad spectrum of different minerals, 
vitamins, phyto-nutrients, and antioxidants than its 
counterparts. These components are also in healthy ratios with 
each other.  
In relation to their same species counterparts, nutrient-dense 
crops have relatively  
  More complex and intense flavor      
  Longer shelf life       
  Greater specific gravity, or density  
  Tendency to dehydrate not rot  
  More disease and pest resistance  
  Greater yield (flowers too!).  

The essential premise…is that maximum biological vitality 
should be the objective of our agricultural endeavors. This 
means in soil life, in crops, in animals, and in humans. By this 
we mean full realization of the DNA potential of the species. 
Essentially all we are working to do is to remove the limiting 
factors to production and nutrition. On this basis the stage is 
set for nutrient density as the logical outcome.  
 
Plants have, essentially, an external 
digestive system, as opposed to 
animals, which have internal 
digestive systems. That external 
digestive system is still based on 
bacteria and fungi, like we animals 
have in our guts, just different species, and attached to the 
roots and leaves.  
 
Plants evolved with a symbiotic relationship to soil life, and 
can only achieve their full potential when there is a soil life 
community that is feeding that plant… In animal and human 
nutrition, we understand the importance of establishing 
"healthy" biology in the gut to facilitate health.  The same is 
critical to do in the soil if we want crops to thrive and produce 
the best nutrition for us.  
 
Proper mineralization, then, and building soil life communities 
to support our plants, is the foundation to produce nutrient-
dense crops. It must be remembered the true objective of our 
farming ventures isn’t to bring crops to market or table, but to 
make available in these crops all the nutrition our bodies need 
to thrive (not just survive!). 
 
It is only when there are limitations to the function of the plant 
that diseases break out, or that insects attack.  Insects, for 
instance, have simple digestive systems, and can only digest  

 

 



simple sugars and free 
amino acids, not complex 

sugars and complete proteins.  
Only when a plant is deficient in specific minerals will it have 
simple sugars and free amino acids in its sap. If a plant can 
access the minerals it needs, it creates complex sugars and 
complete proteins that insects are physiologically unable to 
digest. A plant cell wall—when it has access to the minerals it 
wants—is extremely strong and can easily resist fungal 
attack. ….” The Natural Farmer, Winter 2009 
The Real Food Campaign: Nutrient-Dense Food & Farming          
www.nutrient-dense.info — www.realfoodcampaign.org 

 
Now you know why I think this is such an  

interesting development.  Imagine food that tastes 
as good as the best and brightest flowers in your gardens! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am not a soil scientist, but I am committed to providing 
complex, integrated and colorful gardens of all kinds for people 
who love to be out in their gardens and appreciate the diversity 
that is found there. Over the last 20 years I have tightened 
down the fertilizer/mineral formulas that I use as the baseline 
for all of the gardens I manage.  If you do decide that you want 
to try this with either your flower gardens or your vegetables, 
feel free to give me a call.  I’m including the basic formulas 
that I’ve worked with for years now so you can do it yourself–
—they’ll work for you too! 
 

Here are my favorite soil amendments used throughout the 
growing season: 
Straight products:  Alfalfa meal, greensand, azomite, calcitic 
lime, rock phosphorus, gypsum, liquid kelp, compost  
Blended products:  North Country Organic’s (NCO) Pro-Gro, 
Pro-Start, Pro-Boost, Pro-Holly (you may find Espoma’s Plant-
tone more easily) 
Ocean Organic’s GBS Bio-stimulant and EnviGreen (for turf - 
has the kelp and alfalfa meal plus micro –organisms – results 
have been excellent) 
Neptune’s Harvest’s Straight Fish and Fish/Kelp blend- 
especially good on begonias and all vegetables if they need a 
pick me up.  Used it extensively after all of the rain last year 
 
Favorite soil management recipe: Basic planting mix – used 
in all annual and perennial installations.  Rate adjusted by type 
and vitality of plant material. 
50 lbs NCO Pro Gro   
50 lbs Alfalfa meal   
20 lbs Azomite 
 
Favorite Liquid Blend:  for containers and 
annuals that need to be held in full color until late in the season 
– for a wedding or other outdoor event.  Miracle Grow, liquid 
kelp and molasses can be worked up in a watering can at a 1-1-
1 ration of a tablespoon each per gallon. .  Mix together well 
and water as usual.  Molasses provides an instant source of 
carbohydrate to buffer the fast nitrogen in the Miracle Gro and 
the kelp helps to provided tolerance to the stresses of 
containerization or cold or both.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 

    LOAM – SOIL – DIRT      
 

These are the names that people give to the “brown (or grey, 
yellow ...) stuff” that covers the great outdoors.   

It’s actually the stuff that life depends on. 
 
Did you know that there are no legal definitions about what 
top soil is and that every time you order a load it can be 
different and maybe even worse than what you have already?  
It pays to check out the piles that you’re buying from if you 
possibly can – even get a soil test if you have the time.  That 
way you know what to add when you get it home. 
 
I just put in a new bed at the greenhouse.  This bed is 
something of an experiment in quickly developing 
healthy, friable (non-compacting) soil from purchased 
ingredients.  I’m using 2 yards of loam, 1 yard of stone dust, 
2” of compost (bagged), alfalfa meal, azomite, greensand 
and rock phosphate.  The loam is already pH adjusted so I 
don’t need to add lime.  I’ve rototilled it all together and will 
let it sit for two weeks while the microbes explode into 
action – creating too much heat for young roots to tolerate.  
I’ll rototill again, smooth it off and plant.  Can’t wait to see 
the results.  I should have a deep bed – 8” plus – with all of 
the minerals and other nutrients that the plants will need to 
grow extraordinarily well.  I’ll be checking the quality of the 
vegetables and flowers with a tool called a refractometer – 
one of the tools I’m learning about in the Nutrient Dense 
Food series. If you’re curious about how it’s going – it’s the 
bed right outside the front of the greenhouse. Check it out 
any time your out for a drive  .   
 
Once this bed is stable, I shouldn’t need to rototill it again, 
just “top off” the minerals as the plants use them up. 

SLUGS – UGH!!!!!     
 
Everyone has to deal with these lovely additions to the local 
pest populations.  Due to the early warmth and plenty of 
water, we’re sure to see them active even earlier than usual!  
Slugs have a lot of water in their bodies and like it moist and 
cool and dark (or cloudy – they don’t like to dry out at all!). 
They begin feeding as soon as soil temperatures rise above 
40 F (5 C), emerging from the soil or from protected areas. 
Their eggs are laid in gelatinous clusters of 40-100 and are 
found in the soil, under rocks and even in outdoor pots (look 
like a really weird caviar). They love lettuce, marigolds and 
zinnias and aren’t so fond of sage, mint and chives. 
 
You can pick them off, barrier them away with copper, bait 
with beer, use poisons.  Be sure to use iron phosphate if you 
use a poison, it only affects slugs and not benign visitors – 
like frogs and robins – that will eat the slugs for you. 
 
You could also try ducks!  And I am!  Turns out that ducks 
love to eat slugs and snails – makes sense since the slugs 
/snails are a source of protein in a water environment.  I have 
so many slugs and snails in the field around the greenhouse 
that all of the other “normal” methods are either too time 
consuming or too expensive, so this 
year I’m going to add 
6 Indian Runner Ducks and see 
what happens.  I’ll fence them in a 
“duck tractor” that I can move 
around and let them clean up all 
of the slugs they want to eat.  Runner ducks don’t fly well so 
should be easier to fence in.  These guys are also known for 
their fantastic eggs – both numbers and quality…should be 
more than interesting!  
                                                                             

 

 


